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Timeline for Basic Sourdough Recipe – Approx. 24 hours 

• 3-4 hours Sourdough Starter Feed & Activation 
• 1 hour Autolyse Dough 
• 2 hours Stretch and Folds 
• 6 hours Proof in Bowl 
• 8 hours (or more) Ferment in Fridge - overnight is perfect 
• 1hr 20 minutes Baking 

I will typically start my loaf in the morning and be able to bake the following morning. Make this 
timeline work for you.  Use your fridge to slow things down if need be until you are ready for the 
next step. 

For a workday timetable try this: 
• Feed your starter just before you go to work. Leave it somewhere cool (around 18c). 
• When you get home from work mix your dough.  One hour autolyse and stretches & folds 

over the next two hours. 
• Leave dough overnight on the kitchen bench in covered bowl. 
• In the morning shape dough and put in a banneton. 
• Leave in the fridge during the day. 
• Bake after 8 hours, ready for dinner that night. 

 
Basic Sourdough Recipe 

900g Dough ~ Suitable for Small Oval or Round Banneton 
 
Ingredients: 
To Activate Starter 

• Sourdough Starter – already rehydrated 
• 30g Cold Water 
• 30g Bread / Baker's Flour 

For Dough 

• 50g Active & Bubbly Starter 
• 350g Cold Water 
• 500g Bread / Baker's White Flour 
• 1 teaspoons Salt 
• Rice Flour for sprinkling 

Equipment: 
• Mixing Bowl with cover or Gladwrap to 

cover 
• Whisk or Spoon 
• Kitchen Scales 
• Spatula or Dough Scraper 
• Banneton 
• Baking Cloche or Dutch Oven 

 
 



 
Process: 
Step 1 – Starter Feed & Activation  

• Follow the instructions on the packet of Dehydrated Sourdough Starter to revive it. 
• This will be your starter and form the basis of your dough. You can store this in the fridge as 

required or if prepared in advance. 

Step 2 – Prepare your Starter (2 – 4 hours) 
• Remove starter from the fridge  
• Mix in 30g of water and 30g of flour into your starter. Cover loosely and allow to sit on 

kitchen bench for 2 - 4 hours until doubled in height and bubbly. 
• Remove 50g of starter for your dough and return rest of starter to the fridge for next time. 

Step 3 – Autolyse (1 hour) 
• In a large mixing bowl mix together 50g of active & fed starter, 350g of water, 500g of flour 

and 1 teaspoons of salt into a loose, ragged dough. 
• Allow to sit in covered bowl on kitchen bench for 1 hour this is known as the 'autolyse' 

period. 

Step 4 – Stretch and Fold (2 hours) 
• Mix dough using stretch and fold technique in the bowl 15 -18 times until the dough is well 

mixed and smooth.  It will still have a sticky texture. 
• Leave dough in covered bowl for 30 minutes.  
• Do a set of 4 stretch and folds, turning the bowl a quarter turn each time. Leave in covered 

bowl on kitchen bench for 30 minutes. 
• Repeat this step 3 more times over the next 2 hours. 

Step 5 - Proof in Bowl (6 hours) 
• Leave dough in covered bowl for 6 hours on your kitchen bench. 

Step 6 – Shape and Ferment (8 hours) 
• Prepare your banneton by dusting it liberally with rice flour to coat inside. 
• Shape dough and place in banneton well coated with rice flour.  
• Sprinkle rice flour around sides and top of dough. 
• Cover banneton with cling wrap or GladWrap, then place into the fridge for 8 hours. 

Step 7 – Bake (1 hour 30min) 
• Turn dough out onto baking paper and carefully transfer it into your cloche or Dutch oven. 
• Score the dough with a lame and place the lid on your cloche or Dutch oven.   
• Place cloche into cold oven set to 220c and leave it to bake for 60 minutes without lifting lid. 
• After 60 minutes, remove lid and check loaf. Return loaf to the oven without cover for further 

15 - 20 minutes to brown crust. 
• Loaf will be cooked when crust is well browned, and bottom of loaf sounds hollow when 

tapped. A good way to test is with a digital cooking thermometer - this will show the internal 
temperature of loaf has reached 97c when it is cooked.   Allow loaf to cool for at least 1 hour 
before slicing.  Longer is better. Be Patient! 


